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Inspection report finds violations in several UBC restaurants,
but good trends overall.
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Only three out ofUBC's40
highest paid employees are
women.

July Talk's Friday night show led
to their strong fan base taking
over the SUB.

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE VOC member Koby Michaels remembers the ice climbers lost in a recent tragedy.
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FRIDAY

UBC WINTER CLASSIC
6:00 - 9:00 P.M. @ DOUG MITCHELL SPORTS CENTRE

UBC Athletics, AMS Events and The Calendar are partnering to attempt to
host the largest U BC hockey game ever. There will be giveaways, food and
drink specials and DJ spins between periods. Tickets $4 for students
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BARTALK: FEMINISM IN THE MEDIA
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Lam is in the seventh year of his undergraduate degree and has done enough extracurriculars for 20.

6:00-7:30 P.M. ©THEGALLERY

In BARtalk #14, a PhD student, author and professor will discuss feminism's
portrayal in the media over the past year. Free
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JANUARY 17-KOERNER'S PUB DOORS OPEN 7.30PM

•

OPERATION SMILE
7:30 P.M. @ KOERNER'S PUB

Operation Smile UBC is hosting a benefit concert at Koerner's to raise money
for children with cleft lips and palates. $8 in advance, $10 at the door

Lawrence Lam
Seventh-year Engineering
student and president ofthe
MTRLClub.

Want to see your events listed here?
Email your events listings to
ourcampus@ubyssey.ca.
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Even if you don't personally know
Lawrence Lam, you probably
know someone who does. In his
seven years at UBC, Lam has
studied in two faculties, worked
at UBC Rec, served as an RA,
vice president ofthe Residence
Hall Association, president ofthe
Materials Engineering Undergraduate Society and a UBC
Campus Ambassador — and that's
less than half of his involvements.
It's his engagement with the
UBC community and seemingly
ubiquitous presence that's earned
him the title "king of involvement" from his friends.
Lam grew up in Abbotsford,
B.C. and though now in Engineering, he initially entered UBC
in the Faculty of Science with
plans to study medicine.

I think that once
you're able to get your
foot in the door with
something... its the
door to expand to
everything else you
want to do."

I'm not very good at light
perspective. Hard perspective,
however, is a different story.
-Illustration Nick Adams
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Lawrence Lam is UBCs king of involvement
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"In my third year in sciences
I kind of went through a bit of
an identity crisis and wasn't
very happy with my studying...
I identified that I just needed a
big switch," Lam said. "It ended
up being going into engineering,

which was — I think — the right
choice at the time, and I still
think it's the right choice."
Lam's first foray into on-campus involvement was becoming
a residence advisor in Place
Vanier, a job he did for two
consecutive years.
"People come to university
being new and not knowing what
to do and I was a resource for
them to help them through that
transition. The second time I
did it, I think I got the chance to
really identify what my style was.
To find that balance of authority
but also being chill and being
their friend. In that year was
when I really started to shine in
my role."
Lam used his experience as
an RA as a springboard to other
opportunities, from events director at UBC Rec to working as a
residence coordinator.
"I think that once you're able
to get your foot in the door with
something — and my something
was residence life, getting hired
as an RA — it's the door to expand to everything else you want
to do."
This year, Lam has, by his
standards, scaled back his
involvement — though he's still
doing more in the way of extracurriculars than most people
on campus. He's taking his final
year to focus on his studies and
prepare for entering the job
market, though he's also dedicating considerable time to his
role as president ofthe Materials
Engineering Undergraduate Club
(MTRL Club.)
As president ofthe MTRL
Club, Lam aims to bridge the gap

between lower- and upper-year
students in his department and
help to integrate younger students with professors and student
research groups. He also hopes
to help students and onlookers
alike understand what, exactly,
Materials Engineering is.
"No one ever knows — even
our own students. So we're hopefully giving them a chance to figure that out a little bit quicker,"
Lam said with a laugh.
Lam isn't certain about what
he wants to do as a career once
he graduates, but he's considered
everything from sports management, to consulting, to materials
manufacturing. He hasn't ruled
out coming back to UBC, either.
Lam has a huge network of
friends and colleagues at UBC,
but does he feel like a celebrity?
"The part of me that wants
to attempt to be humble wants
to be like, 'no no no, not really!'
But I do hear a lot — my current
roommate coined the term 'local
celebrity' and they like to call me
that," Lam said. "I'm the sort of
person that, when I'm walking
around campus, no one wants to
walk with me because I'll stop
and talk with people all the time.
I think part ofthe reason for
that is, if I meet someone and see
them again, I'll probably want to
stop and say hi."
Lam's time at UBC — at least as
a student — is coming to an end,
but he's happy about what he's
done during his tenure here.
"I think I'm one ofthe few
people who truly feels that, at
the end of my degree, I've done
everything I wanted to do in my
undergrad degree." tJ
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Inspection reports show several violations at campus restaurants
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Veronika Bondarenko
News Editor
Recent food safety inspections
showed that while the majority
of restaurants and cafes at UBC
meet careful food safety standards, one food truck was shut
down twice, and several other
restaurants had violations in 2014.
On March 4, Vancouver Coastal Health shut down UBC's new
food truck, The Hungry Nomad,
due to a lack of potable water.
The food truck was opened
again on March 6, after the water
issue had been addressed. A
second shutdown took place from
May 12-15 for the same reason.
Dan Tubbs, the manager of
The Hungry Nomad, said that
the water issues arose when
the food truck was just starting
out. Tubbs also said that he has
been putting in new rules for the
workers ever since he took over
as manager ofthe food truck
three months ago in order to
ensure that all safety standards
are met.
"Since I've been here, over the
last three and a half months, I've
been developing many checklists
on food safety and not only food
safety, but driving safety, all that
kind of stuff around the safety of
The Hungry Nomad food truck was shut down twice in 2014.
people working in those trucks
and the people that are visiting
ures had taken place, allowing
D'Angelo also said that VCH
things are not correct, you're out
those trucks," said Tubbs.
the restaurant to remain open.
has many regulations around
of compliance with food safety
the storage, preparation and
regulations."
An October 17 inspection of
Anna Marie D'Angelo, spokeshandling of food, which are
Mercante Pizza, the new pizzeria
A December 9 inspection of
person for Vancouver Coastal
monitored by regular restaurant
on University Boulevard, found a
the Vanier lunchroom found
Health (VCH), said that the
inspections.
drain pipe leak under a sink as well droppings would not be a reason
some rat droppings by a sandas rat droppings and food debris
wich prep area, food debris on
for an immediate shutdown.
"There are all kinds of food
near some ofthe floor edges.
shelves and under equipment and
Instead, VCH works with the res- safety plans about how you preseveral holes in the walls.
taurant to ensure that the issue
pare your food, where you source
A re-inspection on October 29
is addressed within a reasonable
it and where you store it," said
found that the issues had been
A re-inspection has not yet
time period.
D'Angelo. "When any of these
addressed and pest control meastaken place.
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A December 3 inspection of
the Dog House Food Cart, found
that the condiments were not
properly stored on the ice and
that the hand-washing sink did
not have hot water.
In the city of Vancouver, a
total of 50 restaurants were shut
down in 2014. Common reasons
for closure include a lack of hot
water and pest infestation. Xi

MEDICINE »

Pharmacology prof speaks out on dangers of deceitful drug ads NEWS BRIEFS

Mary Solomon
Contributor
The drug advertisements we
encounter in our daily lives may
be more misleading than we
first thought.
Accordingto UBC pharmacology professor Barbara Mintzes,
companies will often advertise
prescription drug products for
results that are quite different
from their intended uses.
Mintzes conducted her doctoral research on the effects of
direct-to-consumer advertising
on prescribing decision, which
sparked her interest in studying
the regulation of pharmaceutical advertising, particularly in
Canada. In contrast to the U.S.,
direct advertising of prescription medicines to the public is
banned to protect public health
in Canada.
Accordingto Mintzes, there
are currently two types of ads
for prescription medicines in
Canada: 'reminder ads' that state
the brand name but not what a
medicine is used for and 'disease-awareness ads' that focus
on a health problem and ask
viewers or readers to 'ask their
doctor' about an unnamed newly
available treatment.
To further examine ads
for prescription medicines
in Canada, Mintzes and her
team collected all complaints
about Canadian 'reminder' and
'disease-awareness' advertising for prescription medicines
from 2000 to 2011. The aim of
the study, which was published
in the International Journal
of Risk and Safety and looked

Compass card launch
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Many pharmaceutical drugs in Canada are being advertised incorrectly.

at a total of 10 cases with eight
different drugs, was to examine
Health Canada's responses to
the complaints.
"We found an astonishing degree of discordance between the
aims of regulation, as expressed
in the law, to protect public
health and the way Health Canada regulates direct-to-consumer
advertising," said Mintzes.

Mintzes said that one of the
weaknesses identified in the
study centred around Health
Canada's failure to act on
concerns about the promotion
of pharmaceutical drugs for
unapproved uses. Some ofthe
examples that she mentioned
included recent company campaigns that advertised Xenical,
a drug used to treat obesity and

heart disease, for weight loss, or
Androgel, a testosterone gel used
to treat hypogonadism, as a way
to revive a relationship or have
more energy.
"The current approach lacks
teeth, accountability and transparency," said Mintzes. "The
agency appears to use a narrow
technical approach, focusing on
whether the company's name is
present for example, and not on
whether the message in an ad is
likely to lead to inappropriate
and unsafe medicine use."
Accordingto Mintzes, one of
her major concerns about such
advertisement was that it could
lead people to use pharmaceutical drugs incorrectly and, in
doing so, cause serious damage to
their health.
The study also showed that
evidence of only one enforcement
tool, negotiation with the company, was being used, without
any sanctions or stepping up of
enforcement when a company
repeatedly violated the law or
carried out advertising uses that
could posed a clear and immediate risk to public health.
Mintzes also said that an
accountable system of regulation
requirements along with possible
criminal prosecutions for repeat
violations, may be necessary to
help reduce the promotion of
unapproved uses for pharmaceutical products in ads.
"This process should be fully
open and transparent, so that the
industry, media, professionals
and the public can know if ads
were judged to be illegal," said
Mintzes. Xi

The Compass card system is set to
launch in the upcoming weeks. The
electronic fare cards will soon be
sent to all affiliate universities for
distribution among students.
More information will be made
available in the following days.
Okanagan campus updates

UBC is looking to address campus
development needs with updates
to its 2009 Okanagan Master Plan.
The plan was adopted to allow
for campus growth in floor space
and student population numbers.
UBC-O has since met growth
projections and is now looking to
further expand into the 2030s.
Okanagan Campus + Community
Planning is now inviting the public
to consulatations for the presentation of Master Plan draft updates.
This summer, the final draft
of the plan is set to be presented
to the UBC Board of Governors
standing committee. Xi
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UBC student and researcher found UBC scientists use SUV-sized particle accelerators
for medical isotope production
dead after ice climbing accident
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The bodies of three ice climbers, including a UBC student and post-doctoral fellow, were
found near Whistler this Monday.

Jovana Vranic
News Editor
Three individuals were found
dead on Monday, January 12,
near Pemberton, B.C. following an ice climbing accident.
Among them were UBC PhD
candidate Stephanie Grothe
and post-doctoral fellow, Neil
Charles Mackenzie.
Accordingto a media release
from the Whistler RCMP, the
climbers were spending the day
in the backcountry with two
skiers. The group had planned
to reconvene at the end ofthe
day, but when the climbers didn't
arrive, the skiers went to search
for them. RCMP and Pemberton
Search and Rescue were notified
when a body was found.

The climbers fell nearly 600
metres down the cliffside, and
were located below the Joffre
peak's main couloir.
Grothe, 30, was a researcher
at UBC's Laboratory for Atomic Imaging Research and has
contributed to seven publications. Prior to her time at UBC,
Grothe studied physics at RWTH
Aachen University in Germany
and received a postgraduate
diploma from Otago University in
Dunedin, New Zealand.
Mackenzie, 31, was a post-doctoral researcher at UBC's Centre for
Blood Research. Both Grothe and
Mackenzie were active members
ofthe Varsity Outdoor Club, where
Grothe served as an executive and
taught hiking and climbing. Xi

Eliot Escalona
Contributor
UBC scientist Francois Benard and
a team of scientists from TRIUMF
are shifting hospitals away from
the dependence of aging and failing nuclear reactors towards using
small car-sized cyclotrons.
Currently, bone blood and
full-body medical scans used
to determine and treat various
diseases rely on technetium-99m,
a medical isotope used for medical imaging. Production ofthe
isotope is carried out by large nuclear reactors — a costly process,
especially in Canada.
The only producer of technetium-99m in Canada is the
Chalk River nuclear reactor
in Ontario, which, according
to Benard, is old and prone to
failures. The isotope is produced
from uranium using reactors, and
produces significant amounts of
nuclear waste.
Now that the Chalk River
reactor is to be decommissioned, Benard and his team
are looking for a better, more
sustainable alternative.
"We wanted a solution that
was more cost effective, more environmentally friendly and local
to Canada, specifically to us here
in B.C.," said Benard.
The team turned towards the
use of cyclotrons, which in 1971
were tested to make very small
quantities ofthe technetium-99m
isotope. Accordingto Benard, this
technology was appealing because cyclotrons are exponentially smaller than nuclear reactors.
Benard and his team have been
able to prove the production of
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Francois Benard and his team of researchers are aiming to replace the production of the
key medical isotope Tc-99m from giant nuclear reactors with car-sized cyclotrons.

the key medical isotopes, Tc99m, on SUV-sized cyclotrons in
use across the country.
As a result of their smaller
scale, cyclotrons are also much
more cost effective, said Benard.
"With the cost of building one
nuclear reactor, roughly about 1 to
2 billion dollars, you could make
100 to 200 cyclotron facilities."
Benard said the team has been
able to achieve all of their goals.
Through the cyclotron's production of technetium-99m, the team
believes they have produced the
technology needed to avoid the
shortage of medical isotopes

POLLUTION »

Diesel fumes could cause changes in vital DNA function, study says
UBC prof Chris Carlsten's research looks at how pollution can negatively affect DNA methylation
Joshua Azizi
StaffWriter
A recent UBC study has shown how
a brief exposure to diesel exhaust
can create significant alterations
within a person's DNA methylation.
The study exposed a volunteer
to diesel exhaust for two hours at
levels similar to that of a Beijing
highway or an industrial mine.
When examining the volunteer's
DNA before and after exposure, the study revealed that the
methylation marks within the
epigenetic compliant ofthe volunteer's DNA were altered.
Through this study, scientists
were able to get a greater perception ofthe biological and technical
mechanisms that drive these changes within a person's genetics.
"If you understand [what's
driving these changes], then you
may better understand how to
prevent it, and you may transfer
this knowledge base and the
methods behind this kind of
technique to other scenarios that
may have to do with air pollution," said Chris Carlsten, the
study's main author.
While the effects observed are
not enough to provide a direct
causal link to adverse health
effects, a repeated exposure to
these levels of diesel exhaust
could lead to harmful effects
over a lengthier period of time.
"The importance of this is that
it proves plausibility that on a long
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According to a UBC study, pollution can have a directly negative affect on DNA function.

term basis, if there are repeated
exposures, that may lead to longer-term and more truly significant
changes or problems to the health
ofthe person" said Carlsten.
Carlsten also said that a great
amount of exposure to diesel
exhaust over a long period of time
could have an effect on a person's
protein production.
"Epigenetic changes can affect
the production of proteins associated with those genes and changes in
the production of proteins associated with these genes are going

to have inevitable effects, because
proteins are basically what run your
body," said Carlsten.
Although the average Canadian
would rarely be exposed to these
levels of diesel gas emissions, people
who work in certain industrialized
occupations and citizens of certain
countries can potentially be exposed
to such levels of air pollution.
For example, mining and
construction workers are often
placed in environments with
poor ventilation and diesel exhaust fumes, which can expose

them to pollution levels similar
to that of the study.
Similarly, densely populated
and highly industrialized cities
such as Beijing or Karachi have
high amounts of diesel pollution.
Carlsten believes that future
work to reverse the effects ofthe
exhaust fumes could be possible,
but our present focus should still
be geared towards minimizing
exhaust levels.
"The most important measure is
to prevent any of this, and the big
picture is to lower the exposures." Xi

looming over North America
with the decommissioning ofthe
Chalk River reactor.
The cyclotron produces no
waste when making the isotopes
and is small enough that production can be made local to individual hospitals world wide.
While the team awaits medical
trial and approval for use in hospitals, they will continue working on
further improving the cyclotrons.
"Our team will keep working
to make the cyclotrons faster and
more efficient to develop and
advance this technology as much
as we can," said Benard. Xi
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LAST WORDS//
UBC FOOD NOT SPOTLESS,
BUT WAY AHEAD OF THE
COMPETITION
Earlier this week, we published
an article about the food safety reports at some of UBC's
restaurants and cafes. While
most ofthe results were entirely
unremarkable (good for the most
part, with some small infractions
like an ice scooper placed the
wrong way), we also found some
not-so-appetizing results: rat
droppings found in some areas of
the Vanier cafeteria and Mercante Pizza. Yuck.
While no one ever wants to
hear the words 'rat shit' and
'your parmesan and arugula pizza' together, it's also important
not to make this into something
bigger than it is. Pests are a very
common problem in restaurants
and the droppings were found in
a faraway corner ofthe kitchen
near the garbage.
As long as the problem is
addressed quickly and effectively
(it has been for Mercante while
Vanier is yet to have a re-inspection), we aren't going to be
too hard on UBC just yet because
it could be much, much worse.
That said, we will also be keeping
a keen eye out for these reports
to make sure that these infractions do not repeat themselves in
the future.
And now for something truly
scary: pests and food just seem to
go together like Mario and Luigi.

The UBC Coyote is in a sad state

If you read through the Vancouver Coastal Health food safety
reports, you'll find that at least
one of your favourite restaurants has been shut down for a
couple of days in the last year due
to some bugs, rodents or other
creepy crawlies finding their way
near the kitchen. Almost makes
you want to reconsider eating out
so often, doesn't it?
So really, though any violation
is far from a good thing, UBC is
doing well when compared to
off-campus and even on-campus
(but non-UBC run) restaurants.
What's important is that they're
doing what they can to prevent
it from happening again, and
that when it does happen they
resolve the situation as quickly
as possible.

GENDER PAY GAP IS
REAL IN THE HIGHEST
ECHELONS OF UBC
Last week we launched a searchable database showing the salary
of every UBC employee who
earned over $75,000 last year.
While it can be used as a fun
tool to find out how much your
professors get paid, it also helps
highlight a large issue at UBC —
male-female income disparity.
The gender gap is by no means
a new issue, but it is one that can
sometimes be difficult to visualize
— especially at UBC. Even though
it may seem like there is an even
amount of male and female em-

ployees on campus, the true extent
ofthe issue lies in other numbers.
Preliminary analysis of last
year's salary data shows that
only three ofthe top 40 highest
paid UBC employees are women.
Focusing specifically on academic positions, women are paid on
average $19,560 less than men
across all faculties, and in Sauder,
the average female salary is behind
by nearly $64,000. It also appears
that UBC-O, where the average
male-female salary difference
across faculties is $11,155, has a
considerably smaller gender gap
than the Vancouver campus.
Numbers like these don't always
point directly to gender inequality,
but they definitely raise concerns.
UBC states that it is an institution
that strives for employment equity
and even has an office dedicated to
upholding this promise.
Although we haven't finished
crunching all the numbers (stay
tuned for a more in-depth analysis), after looking at last year's
salary list, we are forced to ask the
question: can we do better? And if
this pay gap is as bad as it appears
to be, it broaches the question
of why UBC — which purports
gender equality in its employment
and payment structures (as is also
mandated by law) — has not remedied the situation. Hosting lectures and seminars on addressing
the pay gap is one thing, but when
you have the opportunity to do
something about it, it's irresponsible not to. Xi

The UBC Coyote needs help. In
the environment currently existing on this campus, this animal
has no safe home.
Relocation may be an option,
but the status quo cannot continue.
A coyote is not a tourist attraction,
and its treatment by this campus
shames us all.
Since first encountering this
animal in January 2013 I have
had the pleasure of several encounters, most often alone on the
peripheries of campus.
In those days this animal commanded a respect that couldn't
be felt untinged by fear, there
was the impression of a free-running, untamed force. It moved
with strength and elegance then.
It has been dismaying to see
it increasingly looked on as little
more than a stray dog. On our
last two encounters I've been
moved at the now sad sight of
this once-strong coyote.
There is no longer any predatory strength, no bearing of fangs
or bounding through the fog,
no howls, not even a bark. Now
it slinks, balding tail between
its legs.
Our campus has brought this
coyote to heel as little more than
a tourist attraction, something to
gawk at dumbly between classes,
and, worse yet, to throw rocks at.
When we last met, this coyote
that once stirred a primeval
feeling within, once stood as a
reminder of the wild country this

campus was before the university
came, was slinking by the bike
racks at Irving K Library, a few
feet from some students out for a
cigarette.
When I drew my camera, fixed
the lens on him, and stepped
closer the only reaction was a
startled glance. The vacant eyes
held nothing ofthe old howl.
To see so closely a subject on
which I would have turned my
lens only from a distance months
before replaced my happiness
at our latest meeting with stark
sadness.
Wondering what droplet
would blur my viewfinder in the
absence of rain, I realized that it
was a tear.
To keep it from becoming a
torrent as he was run off by a
portly man hurling rocks and
abuse, was more difficult than
stemming the fear running
through me when first we met.
I felt profoundly that I failed a
friend for not having the lens or
the courage to bear witness to
this latest abuse.
While it was once a pleasure to
see him roam campus it is clear
there is no place for him. Rocks
thrown and hands extended
invite an unnecessary barbarity,
the only question — will it be a
whimpering starvation in some
ditch, or the sharp crack of a park
ranger's rifle after a rock thrown
or hand extended causes a final
bearing of fangs?
Those of us who say we are
friends must look for another
path, before the die is cast. We
must find him a better home. Xi

amazon student
Now Available in Canada

FREE TWO-DAY SHIPPING
Orders delivered to your doorstep
or a Canada Post location near you.

Amazon.ca/Student/UBC
After your 6-month free trial, Amazon Student is available for an annual fee. Cancel anytime.
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UBC SALARY LIST
Every year, UBC is required to release a list of all the salaries over $75,000 it
pays out to their employees. While it's nice that they release that information,
it's usually in a huge, hard to read PDF. We've turned the data from almost
4,500 employees into an online database, and pulled out some ofthe more
interesting trends.
More info at ubyssey.ca/salaries
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SCIENCE

49.8%

0%

41.2%

0%

HIGHEST
SALARY TO
EXPENSE

HIGHEST
PAID WITH
NO
EXPENSES

HIGHEST
SALARY TO
EXPENSE
RATIO

HIGHEST
PAID WITH
NO
EXPENSES

Robert Gardiner

Robert Taylor
$129,893

42%

58%
AVERAGE
SALARY

GENDER DISPARITY
Each dot represents a department, and its
corresponding colour represents its faculty. An
interactive version will be available online at
ubyssey.ca.

•

•

•

•••
• • •

•

Douglas Bonn

$134,980

AVERAGE
SALARY

• •

Aleksander Miskovic

• (

•-•
• • •

31%

• ! 69%
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THE TOP 10 HIGHEST PAID UBC STAFF
Rank

$129,893

Name

Salary

Education

30,680

Forestry

133,430

Gavin Stuart

$514,303

$134,980

Francois Benard

$494,989

Jan Skarlicki

$448,346

pnen loops

8,648

5719.144

$102,258

$616,561

$6,168

$454,514

$15,984

$437,109
$492,724

Robert Warren HeLslev

$420,726

$71,998

Bteve Alisharan

$414,339

$18,964

.42,149

Medicine

$143,282

$15,361

\l Poettcker

71,985
Sauder
50000

$182,948

$139,203

Management

0

Expenses
+ Salary

bbUl.bbb

Jai Pariha

Applied Science

Expenses

$189,
100000

150000

David N Ostrow

$397,618

Darren Dahl

$387,189

$420,571
$397,751

$49,306

$436,49

200000

SAUDER

APPLIED
SCIENCE

56.7%

0%

27.3%

0%

HIGHEST
SALARY TO
EXPENSE
RATIO

HIGHEST
PAID WITH
NO
EXPENSES

HIGHEST
SALARY TO
EXPENSE
RATIO

HIGHEST
PAID WITH
NO
EXPENSES

Tae Hoon Oum

Maurice Levi

David Dreisinger

Nicholas Jaeger

$189,693

$139,202

33%

AVERAGE
SALARY

67%

AVERAGE
SALARY

77%

23%

MEDICINE
47.7%

0%

HIGHEST
SALARY TO
EXPENSE
RATIO

HIGHEST
PAID WITH
NO
EXPENSES

Dadelszen Von

Alexander Magil

$143,282
AVERAGE
SALARY

ALE - Average Salar
'I'I'JB
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$300,000

39%

61%
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Murality partners with UBC
International Scholars Program

New Tom Burrows exhibit at the Belkin

=HOTO COURTESY MICHAEL R. BARRICK

Tom Burrows is a prominent artist and UBC alumnus.

LLUSTRATIONJULIANYUfTHE UBYSSEY

UBC International Scholars Program is partnering with organizations to develop experential projects.

Tammy Hsiegh
Contributor
UBC International Scholars
Program is cooperating with 10
local organizations for community-based experiential learning
projects, with emphasis on
"Health Promotion" and "Environmental Sustainability."
Each organization will partner
with at most three international
students to co-develop and execute a project from January to
February.
Since 2001, UBC International
Scholars Program has supported
many outstanding undergraduate
international students who have
demonstrated financial need,
academic excellence, leadership
and a commitment to positive
social change.
This is the first time the
program reaches out to local
communities.
"Often we found that scholars
are highly engaged on campus and they have some pretty
impressive international engagement. But they don't have many
opportunities to engage with
local communities in Vancouver,"
said Peter Wenyanya, the International Student Advisor.
The cooperation even leads
students to step into areas they
would otherwise avoid and examine it in different perspectives.
One ofthe community partners,
Murality, a non-profit organization which aims to revitalize the
downtown east side with murals,
will bring students and preschoolers together for a project
called "The Hair ofthe Dog Children's Project." The inspiration
came from a 3 1/2 year old who
was asked if she knew what the
hair ofthe dog meant. "YES!!" she
said. " ... It's when the cat licks the
dog and gets hair on his tongue
and then his tummy feels bad and
he throws up and that's what it
is... the hair ofthe dog!" (This is
far from the definition but it's
interesting what children come
up with).
The students will meet with
children from the daycare of
Union Gospel Mission in the
downtown east side who are
mostly from low income families. The children will be asked

questions like "If you were to be
the president, what would you
make sure everybody got?" or "If
you were the queen, what would
you do?"
Then the children will draw
paintings around the answers
they have. The project will later
be displayed on the wall in Chinatown, which currently shows the
"Jump For Joy" project.
"Many people don't know that
downtown east side has a lot of
children," said Amalia Liapis,
the founder of Murality. When
people's imagination about the
downtown east side is limited to
homeless and drug addicts, they
forget that there are actually children who grow up in the environment. Liapis hopes the project can
inspire the children to be creative
and allow them to be a part of a
positive community change.
The staff ofthe international
scholarship program has also
been thoughtful about the
cooperation with communities.
"It's not just like go out to communities, do some work and see
for a few months," said Wenyanya.
They hope the students will
learn the complexity of community. "We want scholars to
know that there isn't just a single
narrative of Vancouver," said
Wenyanya. Various narratives can
be applied to show how people in
Vancouver consider themselves as
apart ofthe city.
Students can gain a better
understanding of interdisciplinary from this project. Coming
from different specialities, they
will have to negotiate and compromise for the best solution.
The off-campus experience is
also more challenging compared
to the resourceful campus. They
have to be more adaptive and productive in the limited time they
have.
As the UBC international
scholars program embarks on
a new partnership with local
communities, these organizations
take on the responsibility of educators as well. Students will get
hands-on experience by working
with the community and hopefully implement what they have
learned after they return to their
home countries. Xi

Keagan Perlette
Contributor
Tom Burrows' exhibit opened on
Thursday night at the Morris and
Helen Belkin Art Gallery. Burrows
is an alumnus ofthe undergraduate
Art History program here at UBC
and he attended Central Saint Martins in London for his post-graduate
studies. The show is curated by
Burrows' longtime friend and neighbour Scott Watson and is a collection of selected works from the artist's early career to the present. The
exhibit presents a comprehensive
look into the creative evolution of
one of Vancouver's most celebrated
artists. When asked why he chose to
show his friend's work now, at the
campus on which Burrows began
his artistic study, Watson stated
simply: "It was time."
The most recent works in the
exhibit are the polymer panels,
most of which have been produced
over the last 45 years. The panels
are beautiful rock like formations
or glaciers: possessing a quiet, but

tangible, looming presence. Some
are intensely pigmented, like the
Hematoma Double Brown, two
metre long square panels one on
top ofthe other, both the incredibly
precise colours of a blood blister
forming under the skin.
Displayed among early drawings
is a printed interview from May
1967 — at that time, Burrows was on
the precipice of his career — he said
that when he paints "guts and image
are most important to me." However, his description of his sculpting
is contrast: "sense of presence and to
get this, I try to annihilate all trace
of guts and image." The polymer
panels have that presence, and an
earnestness that transcends vulnerability, no guts needed.
It is incredible to see the diversity
and evolution of an artist's work in
one space, strange even. The rusted
fasteners and browning collection of
typewriter written notes and field
photographs in Burrows' duo-tangs
from his days compiling his Skwat
Doc, a documentation of slums and

squatting communities around the
world in the 1970s, stand in stark
contrast to the heaviness and maturity that his most recent polymer
resin pieces suggest to the viewer.
Time is not the only thing
separating Burrows' earliest works
from his latest: if one were to go
in without prior knowledge ofthe
exhibition, it would definitely seem
as though the gallery was showing several different artists. The
juxtaposition of his outdoor mud
flats found material sculptures such
as Mud Ring and his photographic
expressions of those same installations demonstrates Burrows' deft
ability to move between mediums
and his rejection of formalism —
focusing on meaning found in a
work's context and its relationship
with circumstances rather than its
formal elements.
The exhibit will be shown until
April 12,2015. The photographic work
No Sleep can be found in the Walter
C. Koerner Library as part ofthe
exhibition. Xi

Whether your passion is music,
science or anything in between,
the UBC Bachelor + Master of
Management Dual Degree turns
it into a profession.
The dual degree combines the deep
knowledge of your Bachelor's degree with
the world-class business skills employers
are looking for. It's your ticket to making
an impact as a leader in the field you
ove. Best of all, you'll graduate with
both degrees in only 4.5 years.
For eligible Bachelor's degrees and to
apply now, visit followyourpassion.ca

SAUDER
School of Business

ROBERT H. LEE
GRADUATE SCHOOL
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Frost Fest w a s warmed by Miss Quincy

JU1

Y T a l k PlaYed Frost Fest at the Pit

Miss Quincy played in the SUB during Frost Fest this week
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July Talk performed on Friday at the Pit to end of Frost Fest

Jenica Montgomery
=HOTOCOURTESF COLLECT CALL

Miss Quincy traded her rock'n'roll style for live folk and country music in the SUE

Gabriel Germaix
Senior StaffWriter
The Gallaghers were born brothers, Keith Richards chanced
upon his childhood friend Mick
Jagger carrying blues records in
a train station, and Slash joined
the Guns N' Roses because the
lead guitarist did not show up
for rehearsals. "Musicians know
musicians" is how Jody Peck,
also known as Miss Quincy,
described the birth of B.C. based
Miss Quincy & The Showdown,
reminding us that it does not take
a lifelong bond or unlikely event
to form a solid and creative bond.
Miss Quincy comes from Up
North B.C., but more than anything she is a child ofthe road
and recently played in the SUB
as a part ofthe AMS Frost Fest.
Both a necessity in an artist's
life and an inspiration, driving
through the country fuels her
album, justly titled Roadside Recovery. "I know that there have
been years where we played over
two hundred [shows]," said Peck,
adding "it's a lot of road time,
actual road time."
In January, she ventured
into Point Grey to give an early
afternoon concert in the Student
Union Building of UBC. Alone
with her guitar, Miss Quincy

On

played in front ofthe Art Gallery
for the few dozens who stopped
and the hundreds who passed by.
The less than ideal setup was
far from disturbing Peck.
"I have played pretty much
every type of show, from house
concerts and listening rooms to
outdoor festivals where people
are dancing and coming and
going, to a lot of loud bars," said
Peck. "I had a good time, I felt
like there was a lot of people
participating in the show with
me." Life on the road has a knack
at making one ready to see every
kind of audience, be it a continuous flow of students who pour in,
grab sushi and run back to the
class they are already late for.
Peck's show traded her album
rock'n'roll for live folk and country songs. In that art, the singer
demonstrated a talent that many
pretend to have but few master.
Without a chance to be saved by
a studio auto-tune, her voice carried the brown notes of a West
of wide-brimmed hats and the
soothing melancholy of North
American deserted expanses.
When she is joined by The
Showdown, a trio that has seen a
lot of change over the years, Peck
trades a bit of the simple harmony of her voice over a classic

Crohn's Trial

The clinical research trial takes
place in Vancouver, BC.
For more information, call
1.855.209.9680 or email
qucrohnstrial.aa@gmail.com

song for the energy of original
rock compositions. "Rock'n'roll.
It's blues and it is rock'n'roll,"
said Peck.
Citing Jack White or The Black
Keys, Peck places her band in the
late resurgence of a genre that
sees its name more often linked
to Elvis Presley than to its more
recent and certainly divergent
incarnations.
"I think rock'n'roll is definitely alive and well right now,"
the singer said, following the
traditional saying.
The all-female composition
of the band and their rebellious
nature is confronted to a cliche
of girls "singing pretty pages out
of their diaries" in their short
official biography. Despite that
accentuation, Miss Quincy refuses any tentative interpretation.
"I wanted to play with other
women, so I did," said Peck.
"The fact that we are an
all-female band is totally beside
the point. It is far more about the
music."
Miss Quincy and The Showdown are playing on February
6th at The Imperial on Main
Street. They are opening for
Petunia and The Vipers, an "oldschool country rockabilly" band,
accordingto Peck. tJ

Culture Editor
It's not often that the Pit plays host
to a guest unlike any other, but the
Pit's Friday night guest managed
to get an audience to both sit on
the floor and jump like no other Pit
performer has. Canadian alternative rock band July Talk wrapped
up AMS Frost Fest this past Friday
with an energetic bang.
Frost Fest, hosted by the AMS,
was the equivalent of September's
first week events and it culminated
with a performance for the Toronto
band on January 9. Vancouver electropop group Dear Rouge opened
for the band.
With hard rock stylings reminiscent of 1970s rock and male vocalist
Peter Dreimanis' deep raspy notes
contrasted by Leah Fay's feminine

Culture Vulture
Dine Out Vancouver starts this weekend at various locations
around the city. For breakfast, lunch and dinner, restaurants will
be putting on events and special menus to promote tourism and
food culture in Vancouver. For those wanting to sample street
food, high cuisine and everything in between, the schedule of
food-oriented events are located around the city for the next two
weeks. Set to attract 10,000 food enthusiasts, this is Vancouver's
largest annual dining celebration. tJ

Do you have Crohn's disease?
Are you aged 19 or older?
Qu Biologies is recruiting for a Phase 1/2 clinical research trial
for people living with moderate to severe Crohn's disease.

Qu Biologies is working to develop a new platform of immunotherapeutic treatments.
Our novel Site Specific Immunomodulators (SSIs) are being designed with the goal
of activating the body's immune system to reverse the chronic inflammation
underlying many conditions such as Crohn's disease.
To learn more about the trial and complete an online pre-screening questionnaire to
assess your eligibility, visit www.qucrohnstrial.com.

Scan here to visit website

high notes, July Talk has created a
strong fan base — apparent by the
dedicated crowd at the Pit on Friday.
Strong vocals and stage personalities made for an energetic show.
Though the group exudes early
rock and roll stage performances
and have strong vocals, their music
leaves somethingto be desired.
Their music, while catchy is not
necessarily revolutionary — their
songs tend to run together, sounding
eerily familiar wit repeating notes
and riffs. The group's live performance, however, more than makes up
for their lack of song diversity.
July Talk put on a great performance and their style is suited for
a venue like the Pit, however it is
quite clear from the vocals and the
audience's response that this band
will be playing larger stages from
here on out. Xi

Don't miss your opportunity to learn more about this fresh approach to better health.
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The bodies of the three ice climbers were found near Whistler this Monday.

The spirit of adventure: remembering Stephanie
Grothe, Neil Mackenzie and Elena Cernicka
Koby Michaels
StaffWriter
I never had the honour of
meeting Stephanie Grothe, Neil
Mackenzie or Elena Cernicka,
but I know them, in a way. There
are those of us who stare out the
windows of our classrooms and
offices and dream ofthe wild.
The adventure, the unknown, the
adrenaline, the camaraderie and
even the planning and the blisters, the hours spent in cold, wet
clothes and the misery of sleep-

ing in a wet tent. City life, the
day bustle, friends, jobs, classes,
family; these things are great,
they make life what it is. But we
crave adventure. We crave the
wild. We need the unknown,
the excitement, the adrenaline
and the challenge. It runs in our
blood like an incurable disease
that flairs up every weekend. It
drives us to explore. We can't
turn it off. We can't decide not
to climb the mountain, or run
the river, or ski the slope; it's the
very essence of our being.

This life leads to dangerous
situations and life-threatening
circumstances. Classes are taken
in first aid and wilderness awareness to prevent injury to ourselves
and our adventure-family. There
is endless practice to master the
skills. There are summits turned
away from, climbs aborted and
runs walked when it is too dangerous or too difficult even though
the defeat haunts us. But if you live
your life in the wild, the inevitable
catches up and someone gets hurt.
The terrible truth of adventur-

ing is that not everyone finishes
the adventure.
The loss of three young, bright
and potential-filled lives is tragic
and heartbreaking, there is no way
around it. A loss of an explorer
seems to lead to two responses:
one, at least they died doing what
they loved and two, it was selfish of
them to take such risks for thrills.
The first camp always seemed like
the right one, but when tragedy hits
so close to home, it's harder to see
it that way. However, Steph, Neil
and Elena did die doing what they

loved. They knew the risks they
were taking and made the decision
to live their lives as an adventure.
Their friends, family, members of
the VOC and the greater Vancouver
and Canadian outdoors scene will
honour their memories by having
more adventures, making more
memories and more friends and
living life to the fullest.
Stephanie Grothe, Neil Mackenzie and Elena Cernicka, may
the mountains be tall and your
legs strong, wherever you are now.
Keep adventuring. tJ

THUNDERBIRDS »

ERIC
WILLIAMS

T-BIRDS 5-ON-5
^ ^

HOCKEY HEARTTHROBS
1. What's your New Year's resolution for
2015?

Winning a ClSChampionship. The Doug needs a
few more banners.

I didn't make any resolutions but finally getting
my degree is on the to
do list.

To get out and watch
more ofthe other UBC
sports teams. [I] want
to see a basketball or
volleyball game in War
Memorial Gym.

To minimize my
Wednesday Pit night
appearances and layoff
the T-Bird lagers to once
every two weeks.

To make a New Year's
resolution.

2. Which jersey number do you wear, and
why do you wear that number?

I'mwearing number
17. It's a combo of my
favourite numberlO and
my grandfather's lucky
numberseven.

11—I had little choice,
don't have a number
but if I could pick I like
74 combining Bobby
Orrand RayBourque's
numbers.

wearnumber35—
alwaysjustseemsto be
the goalie number. We
nevergetachoiceor
would pick number 29.

12 because myfavourite
rap group used to be
D12.

24—that's how many
beers are in a case!

3. Do you have any superstitions or gameday rituals?

1 always get dressed in
the same order—for
each layer of equipment,
the right side goes on
first, followed by the left.

1 have lots of little routines like putting on my
equipment right before
left, and needing to hit
the crossbar before 1
can leave warm-up.

Lucky tie and shirt,
same pre-game meals,
dress left skate and
goalie pad first, just to
name a few.

Usually put my left
articles of gearonfirst
when suiting up before a
game. I'm not sure why.

Playing volleyball before
a game.

4. Are goalies really as weird as their reputation suggests?

Yes, seriously. It takes
averyspecifickindof
person to want to stand
in front of a bunch of
pucks being ripped in
theirdirection.

Weirder. Some ofthe
strangest species you'll
everencounter...and
every puck to the head
just makes it worse.

don'tthinkgoaliesare
weird but like they say, if
you can't spot the crazy
person on the bus, then
it's probably you.

Hockey goalies are
of a different breed of
humans. I won't get into
details but let's just say
my son won't be allowed
to play goalie.

There are no sane people that raise their hand
when someone asksfor
a volunteer... to get hit
by hard rubber pucks
shot at them.

5. If you could walk around with a theme song
playing in the background, what would yours
be?

Probably the entire
Watch The Throne
album. It gets the people
goin'.

A) I'm the worst with
lyrics, and B) that would
get annoying fast, so
none.

TNT' (AC/DC) on
anytime you walk into
a room would be pretty
cool.

'Coco' by O.T. Genasis.

The Last Saskatchewan Pirate' by The
Arrogant Worms.
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Rec events you should register for in January
Winter Futsal Classic
Jon 23, register by Jon 19
This indoor, one-day, five-on-five tournament might
just make you forget that it's pouring rain outside. The
tournament will be played in pool format with playoff
finals to crown a victor.
The event starts at 6 p.m. and will go until a team
emerges victorious — so, probably pretty late. Minimum
team members to register is six, and the maximum is 10.
Minimum two players of each gender per team. It'll cost
$56 per student team, and $106 for faculty.
=HOTO SHANE POPE/FLICKR

Versus: Mario Battle
Jon 28, register by Jon 26
rescue Peach! Both students and staff can register alone
or with a team — whatever they feel gives them the best
chance of defeating the Koopa King's series of challenges.
The event will start at 5 p.m. and run until it's over, which
will be much later that night. The cost is $10 per student
and $22 for faculty members.
=HOTO SERGEYGALYONKIN/FLICKR

Thompson Bouldering Competition
Jon 30, register by Jon 29
Situated in the BirdCoop's climbing cave, the competition
promises to be a fun afternoon including around 30
problems that range from V0-10 routes. Male, female,
beginner, intermediate and advanced categories are
included for your organizational pleasure. Prizes will be
awarded to the winners of each.
The event will start at noon and run until 7 p.m and will
cost $10 for students, $12 for staff, and $14 for everyone else.
=ILE PHOTO STEPHANIEXUfTHE UBYSSEY

have a great idea to
build community on campus?
need some funding
to make it happen?
FILE PHOTO CARTER BRUNDAGEfTHE UBYSSEY

Gladiator
Feb 5, register by Feb 2
Branded by UBC Rec as "a challenge of mind, body and
team," this event promises inflatable brutality, non-stop,
unconventional action and a whole lot of fun. A Gladiator
will be crowned. Will it be you?
Teams made up of 6-10 students will compete in what is
only described as the hilariously ambiguous "Gladiator
style activities." There's a 1:1 mandatory gender ratio, plus
or minus one while competing. The cost will be $88 for
student teams and $185 for faculty.

Want to
cover these
events?
Send an email to sports@ubyssey.ca if you want to let the world know how
much fun it is to watch students face off in inflatable gladiatorial combat.

$1000 Community Grants available to be won.
Apply for a UTown@UBC Community Grant, and you could be awarded
up to $1000 to create a fun and inspiring community-building project on campus!
All students, faculty, staff, and other residents who live on campus
are eligible to apply. Application deadline is February 9 , 2 0 1 5 .
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From surf to suds, a trip out to the west coast of Vancouver Island will always do you well.
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A man goes to the doctor for his
annual check-up, and the doctor
tells him, "You'll need to stop
masturbating."

2

9 8
1
3
5
6
5
8 7
5
2
1
4

The man asks, "Why?"
The doctor replies, "Because I'm
trying to examine you."
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ACROSS
1-Not of the cloth
5-Simpleseat
10- Prepared to drive
14-Bushy hairdo
15- Intervening, in law
16-_ _Nui (Easter Island)
17- Needy
18-Strictly accurate
19-"
Brockovich"
20- Ice cream topped with syrup
22- Leadership
24- Noted spokescow
25-Perceived to be
26- Rights org.
28- Corporate symbols

32-Catchall abbr.
35-Bordeaux buddy
37-House in D.C.
38-Horned viper
39- Marisa of "My Cousin Vinny"
41- No-win situation
42-Rough design
45- Everything
46-Writing table
47-Blue book filler
48-Sites
50-African fly
54-Customary
58-Harlot
61-Navy builder
62- Like some orders
63-Climbing vine
65-Aboriginal rite site
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66- Stringed instrument
67- Early computer
68-Stretched out
69-Skunk's defense
70- Shoulder muscles, briefly
71- French summers

DOWN
1- Pass into disuse
2- In conflict with, with "of"
3- Removes wrinkles
4- Courteous and gracious
5- Hook's helper
6-John Ritter's dad
7-Missouri feeder
8-When prompted
9-Admit

10- Federal crime
11- Bring home
12-Heroic
13-Hamlet, for one
21- Former nuclear agcy.
23- Roy's "singin' pardner"
25-Japanese wrestling
27-Plaster backing
29-Movable barrier
30- Elevator man
31-Look for
32- Leisure
33- Sounds of disapproval
34- Gorillas, chimpanzees and
orangutans
36-"
Believer" (Monkees hit)
37-Structure for storing grain
40-Vogue rival

43-Narc
44-Fluid-filled sac
46-Cripple
49-Theatrical hint
51-Caught congers
52-Triple
53-Gastropod mollusk
55- German submarine
56-Eagle's home
57-Inclines
58-WWII battle site
59-Extol
60-Choir member
61- Pouches
64- Writer Hentoff

